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Index
Symbols
24-hour clock, enabling/disabling, 213

A
accepting cookies, 179
accessing settings, 300
accounts
AT&T accounts, creating, 7-9
iTunes Store accounts,
creating, 5-6
accounts (email)
configuring, 146
advanced options, 171-174
for Exchange servers,
151-154
manually, 149-151
synchronizing with Mac,
148
synchronizing with
Windows, 147
deleting, 174

3

on Exchange servers,
iPhone’s limitations, 146
global settings, configuring,
154-158
spam filtering, 175
activating iPhone, 6-11
adding
bookmarks for locations, 286
locations to Weather widget,
292
notes, 295
songs to On-the-Go playlist,
115-116
stocks to Stock widget, 276
additional information, adding
to contacts, 76-77
Address bar, viewing, 187
addresses, 279. See also Maps
widget
in contact list, maps of,
281-282
addressing email messages,
274
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advanced options

advanced options,
configuring email
accounts, 171-174
Airplane mode, 139
enabling/disabling,
300-301
alarms
configuring, 219-223
deleting, 223
disabling/enabling,
223
dismissing, 224
editing, 223
event alarms,
dismissing, 237
naming, 221
album artwork, importing into iTunes, 84
album songs, shuffling,
102
albums
repeating, 107
Track List view,
106-108
viewing, 108
alerts
for events, 236
new text message
sound, enabling/
disabling, 202
for voicemail, 43

artists, searching music
by, 101-102
associating
cities with clocks, 218
photos with contacts,
62-63
ring tones with
contacts, 65
websites with
contacts, 67
AT&T accounts, creating,
7-9
AT&T EDGE network
connections to,
138-139
disavantages of, 126
roaming charges, 24
Wi-Fi versus, 177, 261
AT&T website, 323
attachments in email
messages, viewing, 160
audio, 84. See also music
from videos,
playing, 113

battery, charging,
315-316
blind carbon copies, 165
blind copies of email
messages, 156
Bluetooth connections,
139-141
Bookmarking YouTube
videos, 267
deleting bookmarks,
269
viewing bookmarked
videos, 267-268
bookmarks. See also
favorites
deleting, 284
for locations
adding, 286
browsing, 283-284
renaming, 284
sorting, 284

bookmarks (Safari)
deleting, 196
audio CDs, importing
moving to websites
into iTunes, 82-84
via, 182-184
audiobooks, 108
organizing, 192-195
speed settings, 120
saving, 191-192
authentication for email
transferring to iPhone,
accounts, changing, 173
181-182
Auto-Brightness feature, BootP, network
enabling/disabling, 303 connections via, 138

answering phone calls,
34-35
during phone calls, 36 Auto-Capitalization
feature, enabling/
Apple ID, 84
disabling, 308
creating, 86
Apple website, 323

B

Auto-Lock settings, 306

brightness settings,
configuring, 303
broadcast Wi-Fi network
connections, 127-132
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configuring

browsing
bookmarked locations, 283-284
featured YouTube
videos, 264-265
most viewed YouTube
videos, 265-266
the web, 178. See also
Safari
YouTube videos with
More menu, 270

charges for conference
call minutes, 34

327

renaming, 219
reordering, 219

charging battery,
315-316

.com key, 185

cities, associating with
clocks, 218

conference calls, 31-34

company contacts, 64

configuring. See also
customizing
alarms, 219-223
clearing. See also
clocks, 217-219
deleting
contacts display, 51-52
cache, 180
date and time
cookies, 180
settings, 212-216
location searches, 280
email accounts, 146
recent location
cache, clearing, 180
advanced options,
searches, 282
171-174
Recents list, 38
Calculator widget, 294
for
Exchange
website
history,
179
Calendar widget
servers, 151-154
YouTube video
adding events to,
manually,
149-151
history,
270
232-237
synchronizing with
clock features, 216. See
calendars supported
Mac, 148
also Clock widget
by, 227
synchronizing
with
dismissing event
Clock widget, 217
Windows, 147
alarms, 237
alarms
global
email settings,
synchronization
configuring, 219-223
154-158
with iCal, 228-229
dismissing, 224
iPod settings, 119-122
with Outlook,
clocks, configuring,
iPod toolbar, 117-118
227-228
217-219
iTunes Store
viewing, 229-232
as sleep timer, 226
settings, 87
as stopwatch, 224-225
call forwarding,
phone settings, 18-24
as timer, 225-226
enabling, 22
sounds, 18-20
clocks
call usage information,
Safari settings,
24-hour clocks,
viewing, 301
178-180
enabling/disabling,
call waiting, disabling, 23
settings
213
Airplane mode,
caller ID, hiding, 23
associating cities
300-301
camera lens, location
with, 218
general settings,
of, 12
configuring, 217-219
305-308
Caps Lock key, enabling/
deleting, 219
disabling, 308

C

cleaning screen, 316
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contacts
screen brightness
adding to favorites,
settings, 303
39-40, 72
viewing call usage
associating
information, 301
photos with, 62-63
wallpaper, 303-305
ringtones with, 65
Stock widget, 275-277
websites with, 67
time zone, 213
calling, 71
Weather widget,
changing
291-293
adding additional
confirming, deleting
information, 76-77
email messages, 156
manually, 74-75
connections
by synchronizing,
Bluetooth connec72-73
tions, 139-141
company contacts, 64
Internet connections
configuring display of,
via BootP or static
51-52
addressing, 138
creating, 55
via EDGE network,
from email mes138-139
sages, 57-58
for email, 145
manually, 61-69
options for, 126
from maps, 60-61
via Wi-Fi networks,
from recent phone
126-137
calls, 56-57
physical connections
from text message
for iPhone, 6
conversations,
VPN connections,
58-59
142-143
custom labels,
Wi-Fi connections,
creating, 65
AT&T EDGEnetwork
deleting, 78
connections
dialing with, 25-26
versus, 177
for locations, creating,
contact lists, locations in
286-287
(maps of ), 281-282
sending
contact photos,
email messages to,
deleting, 249
71, 163
text messages to, 72,
203-204

synchronizing
with Mac OS, 54-55
with Windows, 53-54
viewing, 71
conversations (text
messaging), 208-209
creating contacts
from, 58-59
deleting messages
in, 209
cookies
accepting, 179
clearing, 180
Cover Flow Browser,
searching music with,
96-99
current time, viewing,
216
custom labels, creating,
65
customizing YouTube
toolbar, 274. See also
configuring

D
date and time settings,
configuring, 212-216.
See also clock features
default email accounts,
setting, 157
default search engine,
changing, 178
deleting. See also
clearing
alarms, 223
bookmarks, 284
Safari, 196
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email accounts

calendar events, 231
clocks, 219
contact photos, 249
contacts, 78
email accounts, 174
email messages,
168-169
confirming, 156
locations from
Weather widget, 293
notes, 296
songs from On-the-Go
playlist, 116
stocks from Stock
widget, 276
text messages in
conversations, 209
videos, 113
voicemail, 46
managing deleted,
46-47
YouTube
bookmarks, 269
DHCP(Dynamic Host
Configuration
Protocol), 138
dialing phone calls
with contacts, 25-26,
71
with favorites ,27
with keypad, 24-25
with recent list, 28-29

alarms, 223
Auto-Brightness
feature, 303
Auto-Capitalization
feature, 308
call waiting, 23
Caps Lock key, 308
email sounds, 158
JavaScript, 179
keyboard clicks
sound, 302
network time, 213
new text message
sound, 202
passcodes, 307
plug-ins, 179
pop-up blocking, 179
ringer, 11
snooze function
(alarms), 221
Time Zone Support
feature, 215
TTY support, 23
vibrations (phone
settings), 19
dismissing
alarms, 224
event alarms, 237
Dock port, 12
dollar change view
(stocks), switching to
percentage change
view, 278

directions, viewing, 286.
See also driving
downloading
directions; Maps widget
audio/video from
iTunes Store, 84-87
disabling
iTunes, 4
24-hour clock, 213
Airplane mode,
300-301

329

driving directions
reversing, 290
viewing, 288-290
Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol
(DHCP), 138

E
EDGE network
connections to,
138-139
disavantages of, 126
roaming charges, 24
Wi-Fi versus, 177, 261
editing
alarms, 223
calendar events, 232
notes, 296
On-the-Go playlists,
115-116
email
Internet connections
for, 145
photos, 250-251
email accounts
configuring, 146
advanced options,
171-174
for Exchange
servers, 151-154
manually, 149-151
synchronizing with
Mac, 148
synchronizing with
Windows, 147
deleting, 174
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email accounts

on Exchange servers,
iPhone’s
limitations, 146
global settings,
configuring, 154-158
spam filtering, 175
email address information, 160-161
email addresses
for author, 323
removing from email
messages, 163
typing for sending
email messages, 163

photos in, viewing,
158
receiving/reading,
158-161
removing email
addresses from, 163
replying to, 165-166
saving without
sending, 164
sending, 162-165
notes as, 296

enabling
24-hour clock, 213
Airplane mode,
300-301
email folders
alarms, 223
creating, 170
Auto-Brightness
storage locations, 172
feature, 303
email messages
Auto-Capitalization
addressing, 274
feature, 308
attachments, viewing,
call forwarding, 22
160
Caps Lock key, 308
blind carbon copies,
email sounds, 158
156, 165
keyboard clicks
checking for new, 168
sound, 302
to contacts, sending,
network time, 213
71
new text message
creating contacts
sound, 202
from, 57-58
passcodes, 307
deleting, 168-169
ringer, 11
confirming deletion,
snooze function
156
(alarms), 221
forwarding, 166-167
SSL (Secure Sockets
HTML email
Layer), 173
messages, 161
Time Zone Support
marking as unread,
feature, 215
162
TTY support, 23
organizing, 170
vibrations (phone
settings), 19

ending phone calls, 34
equalizer settings, 120
erasing iPhone, 320
events, alerts for, 236
events (calendar)
adding to calendar,
232-237
deleting, 231
dismissing event
alarms, 237
editing, 232
viewing, 229-232
Exchange servers
email accounts on,
iPhone’s limitations,
146
without IMAP, configuring email accounts
for, 151-154

F
fast-forwarding
voicemail, 45
YouTube videos, 271
favorites (Internet
Explorer). See also
bookmarks
adding contacts to,
39-40, 72
dialing with, 27
transferring to iPhone,
180-181
featured YouTube videos,
browsing, 264-265
Finder, moving photos to
iPhone, 245-246
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iPhone

finding. See browsing;
searching
folders, email folders
creating, 170
storage locations, 172

headphones port, 12
headsets (for phone
calls), 40
help, resources for, 323
hidden Wi-Fi network
connections, 132-135

331

incomplete phone calls,
30
installing
iPhone, 6-11
iTunes, 4

Internet connections
via BootP or static
hiding
addressing, 138
forgetting Wi-Fi netcaller ID, 23
via
EDGE network,
works, 136-137
email address
138-139
information, 160
forms (Safari), completfor email, 145
map locations, 286
ing, 197
options for, 126
message previews,
forwarding email
via Wi-Fi networks,
307
messages, 166-167
126
history, clearing YouTube
automatic prompts
video history, 270
to join, 127
history (websites)
broadcast networks,
general settings, configclearing, 179
127-132
uring, 305-308
returning to websites
changing networks,
genre, searching music
via, 189-190
135-136
by, 103-104
forgetting networks,
Home button, 12
global email settings,
136-137
HTML email messages,
configuring, 154-158
hidden networks,
161
132-135
GMail, POP enabling, 149
troubleshooting,
130
Google proxy server,
Wi-Fi versus AT&T
EDGEnetwork and, 138
Edge network, 261
iCal, synchronizing with
GPS capabilities, Maps
Calendar widget,
Internet Explorer
widget and, 291
228-229
favorites, transferring to
greetings (voicemail),
iPhone,
IMAP, Exchange servers
recording, 41-42
180-181
without (configuring
email accounts for),
IP addresses, Wi-Fi net151-154
work connections, 130
hanging up conference
importing
iPhone
calls, 34
album artwork into
battery, charging,
iTunes,
84
315-316
hard drive storage,
audio CDs into iTunes,
checking for updates,
iPhone versus iPod, 81
82-84
314
font size for email
messages, setting, 155

G

I

H
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iPhone

erasing, 320
installing and
activating, 6-11
moving photos from
Finder, 245-246
moving photos from
iPhoto, 244-245
resetting, 318-320
resources for help, 323
restarting, 14, 317
restoring, 321-322
screen, cleaning, 316
shutting down, 14
transferring iTunes
content to, 93-96
iPhoto, moving photos to
iPhone, 244-245
iPod
hard drive storage
versus iPhone hard
drive storage, 81
muting for phone
calls, 36

checking for updates
Macintosh, 313
Windows, 312
downloading and
installing, 4
playlists
creating, 89-90
searching music
with, 99-100
podcasts, subscribing
from iTunes Store,
87-88
reinstalling, 322
restarting, 317
ringtones from, 20
smart playlists, creating, 90-93
Store accounts, creating, 5-6
transferring content
to iPhone, 93-96
updating, 5

keyboard clicks sound,
enabling/disabling, 302
keypad, dialing with,
24-25

L
labeling, 84. See also
album artwork, naming
labels
creating custom, 65
viewing in email
headers, 156
landscape mode, viewing
web pages, 187
links on web pages
moving to, 186
viewing, 186
listening. See also playing
to podcasts, 109-110
to voicemail, 44-45

loading
iTunes Library, saving
additional email
On-the-Go playlists to,
iPod screen, returning to,
messages, 160
117
110
web
pages, stopping,
iTunes Store
iPod settings, configur187
configuring settings,
ing, 119-122
locations
87
iPod toolbar, configuring,
adding
downloading content
117-118
bookmarks, 286
from, 84-87
to Weather widget,
iTunes
subscribing to pod292
album artwork,
casts, 87-88
browsing with
importing, 84
bookmarks, 283-284
audio CDs, importing,
in contact list, maps
82-84
JavaScript, disabling, 179
of, 281-282
audio/video, downcreating contacts for,
loading from iTunes
key indexes for Wi-Fi net286-287
Store, 84-87
work connections, 131

J–K
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messages

deleting from Weather mail folders (email)
creating, 170
widget, 293
storage locations, 172
hiding, 286
reviewing recent
maintaining
searches, 282
iPhone
scrolling, 285
charging battery,
searching for, 279-280
315-316
clearing searches,
checking for soft280
ware updates, 314
viewing
cleaning screen, 316
directions to, 286
iTunes
information, 285
Macintosh, 313
multiple, 285
Windows, 312
zooming, 285
managing
locking
conference calls, 33
Auto-Lock settings,
deleted voicemail,
306
46-47
iPhone controls, 12
phone calls, 29-30
passcodes for
Recents list, 37-38
unlocking, 307
manually changing convolume limit settings,
tact information, 74-75
121-122
manually configuring
logging in to iTunes
email accounts,
Store accounts, 5-6
149-151

M
Mac OS, synchronizing
contacts with, 54-55

manually creating contacts, 61-69

333

locations
adding bookmarks,
286
browsing with
bookmarks,
283-284
clearing searches,
280
in contact list,
281-282
creating contacts
for, 286-287
hiding, 286
reviewing recent
searches, 282
scrolling, 285
searching for,
279-280
viewing directions
to, 286
viewing information, 285
viewing multiple,
285
zooming, 285
opening, 279
traffic conditions,
viewing, 290

Map widget, viewing
contact addresses in, 71 merging
phone calls, 32-33
Macintosh
maps, creating contacts
synchronized coniTunes, checking for
from, 60-61
tacts, 54
updates, 313
Maps widget, 279
moving photos to, 258
message previews,
driving directions
moving photos to
hiding, 307
reversing, 290
iPhone, 244
messages
viewing, 288-290
synchronizing email
email messages
GPS capabilities and,
accounts with, 148
addressing, 274
291
updating iTunes, 5
sending notes as,
296
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messages

text messages
conversations,
208-209
number of, 207
receiving, 205-207
replying to, 206-207
sending, 203-205
sending to contacts,
72
messages (voicemail), 41
alerts for, 43
deleting, 46
greetings, recording,
41-42
listening to, 44-45
managing deleted,
46-47
passwords, 42
changing, 48-49
replaying, 46
sending phone calls
to, 35
minutes for conference
calls, charges for, 34
missed calls, viewing, 38
More menu
browsing YouTube
videos, 270
searching music with,
104-105
most viewed YouTube
videos, browsing,
265-266
moving. See also synchronizing; transferring
between notes, 297
forward/backward in
YouTube videos, 271

with Cover Flow
to links on web pages,
Browser, 96-99
186
by genre, 103-104
photos
with More menu,
from Finder to
104-105
iPhone, 245-246
with playlists,
from iPhone to a
99-100
Mac, 258
smart playlists, creatfrom iPhone to a
ing in iTunes, 90-93
Windows PC,
transferring from
256-258
iTunes to iPhone,
from iPhoto to
93-96
iPhone, 244-245
volume control, 99
from Macs to
iPhone, 244
muting iPod for phone
from Windows PC to calls, 36
iPhone, 243-244
to previous/later web
pages, 187
naming alarms, 221
to websites
via bookmarks
network time, enabling/
(Safari), 182-184
disabling, 213
via URLs, 184-185
new email messages,
multiple map locations,
checking for, 168
viewing, 285
new text message
music
sound, enabling/
audio CDs, importing
disabling, 202
into iTunes, 82-84
notes
downloading from
adding, 295
iTunes Store, 84-87
deleting, 296
On-the-Go playlists
editing, 296
creating, 114-115
moving between, 297
editing, 115-116
reading, 296
saving, 117
sending as email
playing, 105-108
messages, 296
playlists, creating in
Notes widget, 294
iTunes, 89-90
adding notes, 295
searching
deleting notes, 296
by artist, 101-102
editing notes, 296

N
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playing

moving between
notes, 297
reading notes, 296
sending notes as
email messages, 296
numbers, entering during phone calls, 30-31

O
On-the-Go playlists
creating, 114-115
editing, 115-116
saving, 117
opening
Maps widget, 279
multiple web pages
(Safari), 198-199
organizing
bookmarks (Safari),
192-195
email messages, 170
Outlook, synchronizing
with Calendar widget,
227-228

P
pairing (Bluetooth), 141
passcodes, enabling/
disabling, 307
passwords
for voicemail, 42
changing, 48-49
Wi-Fi network
connections, 128

pausing
voicemail, 45
YouTube videos, 271
people. See contacts
percentage change view
(stocks), switching to
dollar change view, 278

335

in email messages,
250-251
viewing, 158
moving
from Finder to
iPhone, 245-246
from iPhone to a
Mac, 258
from iPhone to a
Windows PC,
256-258
from iPhoto to
iPhone, 244-245
from Macs to
iPhone, 244
Windows PC to
iPhone, 243-244
slideshows
configuring, 252-253
viewing, 254-255
syncing, 242
taking with iPhone,
239-242
viewing, 251
individually, 247-248
as slideshows, 249
as wallpaper, 249

phone calls
answering, 34-35
during phone calls,
36
conference calls, 31-34
creating contacts
from, 56-57
dialing
from contacts, 71
with contacts, 25-26
with favorites, 27
with keypad, 24-25
with recent list,
28-29
entering numbers
during, 30-31
headset usage, 40
managing, 29-30
merging, 32-33
Recents list, managphysical connections for
ing, 37-38
iPhone, 6
swapping, 33
PIN setting for SIM
phone settings, configur(subscriber identity
ing, 18, 21-24
module) card, 23
sounds, 18-20
playing. See also listening
photos
audio from videos,
associating with con113
tacts, 62-63
music, 105-108
contact photos,
videos, 111-113
deleting, 249
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playlists

playlists
creating in iTunes,
89-90
On-the-Go playlists
creating, 114-115
editing, 115-116
saving, 117
searching music with,
99-100
smart playlists, creating in iTunes, 90-93
plug-ins, disabling, 179
podcasts. See also music;
video files
listening to, 109-110
subscribing from
iTunes Store, 87-88
POP enabling, GMail
accounts, 149
pop-up blocking,
disabling, 179
prefixes for U.S. phone
numbers, 22
previews, 307
private conversations
during conference
calls 33
problems, troubleshooting
iPhone
reinstalling iTunes,
322
resetting iPhone,
318-320
resources for help,
323

restarting iPhone,
317
restarting iTunes,
317
restoring iPhone,
321-322
Wi-Fi network
connections, 130

Q–R
random order. See shuffling
rating songs, 107
reading
email messages,
158-161
notes, 296

reinstalling iTunes, 322
related YouTube videos,
viewing, 272
removing
callers from conference calls, 33
email addresses, from
email messages, 163
renaming
bookmarks, 284
clocks, 219
reordering
clocks, 219
songs in On-the-Go
playlist, 116
repeating
alarms, configuring,
220
albums, 107
songs, 107

receiving. See also
answering
email messages,
158-161
text messages, 205207

repeating events (calendar), adding to calendar, 235

recent list, dialing with,
28-29

replacing synchronized
contacts, 54

recent searches for locations, reviewing, 282

replaying voicemail, 46

Recents list
creating contacts
from, 56-57
managing, 37-38

replying
to email messages,
165-166
to text messages,
206-207

recording voicemail
greetings, 41-42

resetting iPhone,
318-320

refreshing web pages,
187

resizing YouTube
videos, 271
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settings

restarting
iPhone, 14, 317
iTunes, 317
restoring iPhone,
321-322
reversing driving directions, 290
rewinding
voicemail, 45
YouTube videos, 271
ringer
enabling/disabling, 11
volume of, adjusting,
19
ringers, silencing, 35
ringtones
associating with
contacts, 65
from iTunes, 20
setting, 19
roaming charges, 24

S
Safari
bookmarks
deleting, 196
moving to websites
via, 182-184
organizing, 192-195
saving, 191-192
transferring to
iPhone, 181-182
configuring settings,
178-180
history list, 189-190

URLs, moving to websites via, 184-185
web forms, completing, 197
web pages, opening
multiple, 198-199
web searches with,
188
websites, viewing,
186-187
saving
bookmarks (Safari),
191-192
email messages without sending, 164
On-the-Go playlists,
117
scaling
videos, 112
YouTube videos, 271
screen, cleaning, 316
screen brightness settings, configuring, 303

337

music
by artist, 101-102
with Cover Flow
Browser, 96-99
by genre, 103-104
with More menu,
104-105
with playlists,
99-100
for videos, 110-111
web searches, 188
for YouTube videos,
262-264
Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL), 151
enabling, 173
security, passwords
(Wi-Fi network connections), 128
selecting
alarm sounds, 221
wallpaper, 303-305

sending
email messages,
scrolling
162-165
map locations, 285
notes
as email mesweb pages, 186
sages, 296
search engines, changing
text messages,
default, 178
203-205
searching
settings
for locations, 279-280
accessing, 300
with bookmarks,
configuring
283-284
Airplane mode,
clearing searches,
300-301
280
general settings,
reviewing recent
305-308
searches, 282
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settings

screen brightness
settings, 303
viewing call usage
information, 301
wallpaper, 303-305
sharing YouTube videos,
272-273
shuffling
album songs, 102
playlist songs, 99
shutting down iPhone,
14
signatures for email
messages, 156
signing in, 5-6
silencing ringers, 35
SIM PIN setting, 23
sleep controls, 12-13
sleep timer, iPhone as,
226
slideshows, 249
configuring settings,
252-253
viewing, 254-255
smart playlists, creating
in iTunes, 90-93

deleting stocks, 276
songs. See also audio
sorting stocks, 277
CDs; music
tracking stocks,
adding to On-the-Go
277-278
playlist, 115-116
deleting from On-the- stocks
Go playlist, 116
adding to Stock
rating, 107
widget, 276
reordering in On-thedeleting from Stock
Go playlist, 116
widget, 276
repeating, 107
sorting in Stock
widget, 277
sorting
tracking with Stock
bookmarks, 284
widget, 277-278
stocks in Stock
widget, 277
stopping
sounds. See also alerts
for alarms, selecting,
221
for email settings,
enabling/disabling,
158
for phone settings,
configuring, 18-20
spam filtering, 175
speaker icon, 102
speed settings for
audiobooks, 120

spell checker, for notes,
snooze function (alarms), 295
enabling/disabling, 221 SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer), 151
software updates, 314
enabling, 173
for iPhone, checking
for, 314
for iTunes, checking
for, 312-313

static addressing, network connections via,
138
Stock widget, 275
adding stocks, 276
configuring, 275-277

web pages from
loading, 187
YouTube videos, 271
Stopwatch, iPhone as,
224-225
storage locations for
email folders, 172
subscribing to podcasts
from iTunes Store,
87-88
swapping phone calls, 33
Synchronica email
accounts, 152
synchronizing. See also
transferring
Calendar widget
with iCal, 228-229
with Outlook,
227-228
contacts
changing contact
information via,
72-73
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USB ports

with Mac OS, 54-55 time and date settings,
with Windows, 53-54 configuring, 212-216.
See also clock features
email accounts
with Mac, 148
Time Zone Support
with Windows, 147
feature, enabling/
disabling, 215
syncing photos, 242

T
television shows, 95. See
also video files
text message conversations, creating contacts
from, 58-59
text messages
conversations,
208-209
deleting messages
in, 209
number of, 207
receiving, 205-207
replying to, 206-207
sending, 203-205
sending to contacts,
72
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resources for help,
323
restarting iPhone,
317
restarting iTunes,
317
restoring iPhone,
321-322
Wi-Fi network
connections, 130

time zones
associating cities with
clocks, 218
configuring, 213
TTY support, enabling/
Time Zone Support
disabling, 23
feature, enabling/
turning on/off. See disdisabling, 215
abling; enabling
timers, iPhone as,
225-226
toolbars, customizing
YouTube toolbar, 274
Track List view (albums),
106-108
tracking stocks with
Stock widget, 277-278
traffic conditions, viewing, 290

transferring. See also
text messaging,
moving
enabling/disabling new
bookmarks (Safari) to
message sound, 202
iPhone, 181-182
favorites (Internet
time
Explorer) to iPhone,
checking on iPhone,
180-181
14
iTunes content to
current time, viewing,
iPhone, 93-96
216
network time,
troubleshooting
enabling/disabling,
iPhone
213
reinstalling iTunes,
322
resetting iPhone,
318-320

typing URLs, 184-185

U
unlocking iPhone
iPhone controls, 12
passcodes for, 307
volume limit settings,
121-122
unpinching map
locations, 285
unread email messages,
159
marking as, 162
updates
for iPhone, checking
for, 314
for iTunes, checking
for, 312-313
updating iTunes, 5
URLs, moving to websites via, 184-185
USB ports, 318
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vibrations

V
vibrations (phone
settings), enabling/
disabling, 19
video files
playlists, creating in
iTunes, 89-90
smart playlists, creating in iTunes, 90-93
transferring from
iTunes to iPhone,
93-96
videos
deleting, 113
downloading from
iTunes Store, 84-87
playing, 111-113
scaling, 112
searching for, 110-111
YouTube videos. See
YouTube videos

driving directions,
288-290
email, configuring
settings for, 155
email address
information, 160-161
labels, in email
headers, 156
links on web pages,
186
location information,
285
missed calls, 38
multiple map locations, 285
photos, 251
in email messages,
158
individually, 247-248
slideshows, 249,
254-255
traffic conditions, 290
weather information,
293
web pages in landscape mode, 187
websites, 186-187
YouTube videos,
271-272

viewing
Address bar, 187
albums, 108
attachments in email
messages, 160
bookmarked YouTube
videos, 267-268
virtual private network
calendar, 229-232
(VPN) connections,
call usage informa142-143
tion, 301
visual voicemail. See
contacts, 71
voicemail
configuring display,
voicemail, 41
51-52
alerts for, 43
current time, 216
deleting, 46
directions to map
locations, 286

greetings, recording,
41-42
listening to, 44-45
managing deleted,
46-47
passwords, 42
changing, 48-49
replaying, 46
sending phone calls
to, 35
volume
adjusting for YouTube
videos, 271
of alarms, setting, 221
of ringer, adjusting, 19
volume control
iPod settings, 120-122
for music, 99
volume level, changing,
12-13
VPN (virtual private
network) connections,
142-143

W
Wake/Sleep button,
12-14
wallpaper, 249
selecting, 303-305
watch, iPhone as, 14
watching
Address bar, 187
albums, 108
attachments in email
messages, 160
bookmarked YouTube
videos, 267-268
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wireless connections

calendar, 229-232
call usage information, 301
contacts, 71
configuring display,
51-52
current time, 216
directions to map
locations, 286
driving directions,
288-290
email, configuring
settings for, 155
email address
information, 160-161
labels, in email
headers, 156
links on web pages,
186
location information,
285
missed calls, 38
multiple map
locations, 285
photos, 251
in email messages,
158
individually, 247-248
slideshows, 249,
254-255
traffic conditions, 290
weather information,
293
web pages in landscape mode, 187
websites, 186-187
YouTube videos,
271-272

Weather widget
configuring, 291-293
viewing weather
information, 293
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Wi-Fi, AT&T EDGE network versus, 261

Wi-Fi network connections, 126
AT&T EDGE network
web browsers. See Safari;
connections versus,
Internet Explorer
177
web forms (Safari),
automatic
prompts to
completing, 197
join, 127
web pages
broadcast networks,
moving to
127-132
links on, 186
changing networks,
previous/later
135-136
pages, 187
forgetting networks,
opening multiple,
136-137
198-199
hidden networks,
refreshing, 187
132-135
scrolling, 186
troubleshooting, 130
stopping loading, 187
viewing in landscape Windows
installing iTunes on, 4
mode, 187
iTunes, checking for
zooming, 186-187
updates, 312
web searches, 188
synchronizing
for iPhone help, 323
contacts with, 53-54
website history
synchronizing email
clearing, 179
accounts with, 147
returning to websites
updating iTunes, 5
via, 189-190
Windows PCs
websites
moving photos to,
associating with
256-258
contacts, 67
moving photos to
moving to
iPhone, 243-244
via bookmarks
wireless connections.
(Safari), 182-184
See Bluetooth connecvia URLs, 184-185
tions; Wi-Fi network
resources for iPhone
connections
help, 323
viewing, 186-187
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YouTube toolbar

X–Z
YouTube toolbar,
customizing, 274
YouTube videos, 262
bookmarking, 267
deleting bookmarks,
269
viewing bookmarked videos,
267-268
browsing
featured videos,
264-265
with More menu,
270
most viewed videos,
265-266
clearing history, 270
searching for, 262-264
sharing, 272-273
viewing, 271-272
zooming
map locations, 285
web pages, 186-187
zooming in/out, 14
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